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Abstract

The refinement calculus is a modern technique of formal program development. Its application, however, may lead to long and repetitive developments. In this paper we present a language to write refinement tactics, and present examples of useful tactics. They encompass the application of several refinement laws, but can be used as a single transformation rule. Using tactics is not a novel idea, but apparently, in the context of refinement the only existing work uses Prolog as a tactic language. Our language does not depend of any programming language or tool. Also, we are not aware of any presentation of refinement strategies written in the form of tactics as we present here.
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1 Introduction

Morgan's refinement calculus [10] is a successful technique to develop and implement software in a precise, complete, and consistent way. From a formal specification we produce a program which correctly implements the specification by repeatedly applying transformation rules, which are called refinement laws. Using the refinement calculus, however, can be a hard task, as program developments may prove to be long and repetitive.

Frequently used strategies of development are reflected in sequences of law applications that are one after another, in different developments or even in different points of a single development. A lot is to be gained from identifying these tactics of development, documenting them, and using them in program developments as a single transformation rule.

In this paper we present RTL (Refinement Tactic Language), a language for the definition of refinement tactics based on Angel [9]. This is a general tactic language that is not tailored to any particular proof tool. It makes no assumption about the form of proof goals and the rules that are applied to them. Moreover, the semantics of Angel is well-defined and it has an associated algebraic theory that allows the proof of properties of tactics.

The proof of theorems is usually based on inference rules that involve only terms of the logic. Therefore, Angel assumes that rules transform proof goals into a sequence of proof goals. For refinement tactics we need a language that takes into account the fact that refinement laws transform programs into programs, but generate proof obligations. These are not affected by later applications of refinement laws, but the result of applying a sequence of laws (tactic) is a program and the list of all proof obligations generated by the individual law applications.

The constructs of RTL are similar to those of Angel, but are adapted to deal with refinement laws and programs. Moreover, RTL provides structural combinators that are suitable to apply
refinement laws to components of programs. Using RTL, we define refinement tactics that embody common development and programming strategies [10, 8, 2].

The use of tactics to guide proofs is not a novel idea [9]. Many proof tools provide tactic languages to write programs that help in the construction of proofs [6, 11]. As far as we know, however, refinement tactics have only been considered in [7], where Prolog is used as a tactic language.

In Section 2 we give an overview of the refinement calculus. Section 3 introduces RTL. In Section 4 we present some tactics and examples of their applications. Finally in Section 5 we discuss related and future works.

2 Refinement Calculus

The refinement calculus is based on a unified language of specification, design and implementation. There is no difference between specification and programs. Developing programs consists of applying refinement laws to a specification repeatedly until an adequate program is obtained. Some of these laws are listed in Appendix A.

A specification has the form $\mathbf{w} : [\mathbf{pre}, \mathbf{post}]$ where $\mathbf{w}$, the frame, lists the variables whose values may change, $\mathbf{pre}$ is the precondition, and $\mathbf{post}$ is the postcondition. The language used to define the precondition and the postcondition is the predicate calculus. The execution of a specification statement in a state that satisfies the precondition changes the variables listed in the frame so that the final state satisfies the postcondition. If the initial state does not satisfy the precondition the result cannot be predicted. A precondition true can be omitted.

In the postcondition 0-subscripted variables can be used to represent the initial value of the corresponding variable. As an example of its use we have $x : [x = n + 1]$. After the execution of this program the variable $x$ has its value in the initial state incremented by one.

Besides the specification statement, the language of the refinement calculus includes all the constructors of Dijkstra's language [5]. There are also block constructs to declare local variables, logical constants, and procedures. Variables blocks have the form $\mathbf{var} x : T \bullet p$, where $x$ is a variable name of type $T$ whose scope is restricted to $p$. Similarly, logical constants $c$ are declared in blocks of the form $c \in (\cdots)$.

Procedure blocks are very simple: they begin with the keyword $\text{proc}$, the name of the procedure and a program fragment, called the body of the procedure. This body can have arguments declarations, if the procedure has arguments. Then, after $\text{var}$ the main program is declared. The general form is $\text{proc name = body \bullet p}$. The arguments can be passed by value, using the keyword $\text{val}$, by result, keyword $\text{res}$, or by value-result, using the keyword $\text{val res}$. An example of a parameterized procedure is $\text{proc true = (val res \mathbf{a} : N \bullet \mathbf{a} := a + 1 \bullet \text{inc(a)}).}$

The body of the procedure in this case is a parameterized command [1].

Variant blocks are used to develop recursive procedures. Besides declaring the procedure and the main program, a variant block declares a variant $e$ named $e$ used to develop a recursive implementation for the procedure. The general form is $\text{proc name = body \bullet p}$. The

3 RTL

The simplest form of a tactic is a simple law application: $\text{law Name(Arguments)}$. When applying a law to a program, there are two possible outcomes: if the law is applicable to the program the law is actually applied and changes the program, possibly generating proof obligations; if the law is not applicable to the program, the application of the law fails.

Sometimes it is very useful to apply a previously defined tactic in another tactic. In RTL we can do this using the construct $\text{tactic tacticName(Arguments)}$. The behavior of this tactic is similar to that of a law tactic, except that it applies a whole tactic and not a single law. The distinction is useful for documentation purposes.

Two special tactics are introduced to help us to define some tactics: they are $\text{skip}$ and $\text{fail}$. The first one always succeeds, does not change the program, and also does not generate proof obligations. The second one always fails.

3.1 Tactics

In RTL tactics can be combined in sequence. The sequential composition of two tactics is written $t_1 ; t_2$. This tactic first applies $t_1$ to the program and then applies $t_2$ to the outcome of the application of $t_1$. If either $t_1$ or $t_2$ fails this tactic fails. The proof obligations generated by the application of this tactic are those resulting from the application of $t_1$ and $t_2$.

For example, if we apply the tactic $\text{law strPost(x = 10); law weakPre(x > 10)}$ to the program $x : [x < 10, x > 10]$, first we have the application of $\text{strPost(x = 10)}$. This is the strengthening postcondition refinement law, which takes a new postcondition as argument. The result is $x : [x < 10, x = 10]$ and the proof obligation is $x = 10 \Rightarrow x \geq 10$. Then, weakPre$(true)$, the weakened precondition law with parameter true, is applied to $x : [x < 10, x = 10]$, and we get $x : [x = 10]$ with proof obligations $x = 10 \Rightarrow x \geq 10$ and $x < 10 \Rightarrow true$.

Tactics can also be combined in alternation, which is written $t_1 | t_2$. This tactic applies $t_1$ to the program. If the application of $t_1$ succeeds, then this tactic succeeds, else this tactic applies $t_2$ to the program. If the application of $t_2$ succeeds then this tactic succeeds, else the whole tactic fails. When a tactic presents such a choice of next steps, the one that leads to success, if any, is chosen. This is implemented using backtracking.

Consider, by way of illustration, applying to the specification statement $x : [x < 10, x = 10]$ the tactic $\text{law assign(x > 10), law strPost(x = 10); law weakPre(x > 10)}$. First, this tactic applies assign$(x > 10)$, the assignment introduction law, to the given program. This application succeeds and results in the assignment $x := 10$ with the proof obligation $x < 10 \Rightarrow x = 10$. Then, the tactic tries to apply weakPre$(true)$ to $x := 10$. This application fails because weakPre only applies to specification statements. Backtracking occurs to consider the second branch of the alternation: $\text{strPost(x = 10)}$. This application succeeds and we get $x : [x < 10, x = 10]$ with the proof obligation $x = 10 \Rightarrow x \geq 10$. Finally, the tactic tries to apply $\text{law weakPre(true)}$ to $x : [x < 10, x = 10]$. This application succeeds and we get the program $x : [x = 10]$ with proof obligations $x = 10 \Rightarrow x \geq 10$ and $x < 10 \Rightarrow true$. If this last law application had failed then the whole tactic would have failed as well.

This kind of behavior may lead to problems of inefficient searches. So, RTL includes the cut operator (\). The tactic $t_1$ behaves just like $t_1$: it returns the first successful tactic application.
if a subsequent tactic application fails, however, then the whole tactic fails. For example, the application of \(\text{law assign}(x < 0, \geq 10)\) to the program \(x : [x < 10, x \geq 10]\) fails since the application of \(\text{weakPre}\) to \(x : [x < 10]\) fails.

We also have the recursion operator \(p\). As an example, we have the tactic \(\text{exhaust}\). When applied to a tactic \(t\), this tactic applies \(t\) as many times as possible, terminating with success when the application of \(t\) fails. Its definition is \(\text{exhaust } t = (\mu Y . (t; Y \langle \text{skip} \rangle))\).

Sometimes the recursive application of a tactic generates a situation where neither fails nor succeeds, but keeps running indefinitely. To reason about this kind of problem, it is necessary to introduce a tactic which presents this behavior, this is \(\text{abort}\).

When we want to define the programs to which the tactic can be applied we use the tactic \(\text{applies to } p\) do tactic, which introduces a meta-program \(p\) that characterizes the program to which this tactic is applicable. The meta-variables used in \(p\) can be used in tactic. Meta-programs are programs written in a general format. As an example we have the meta-program \(w : [\text{pre, post}]\) which has as its meta-variables \(w, \text{pre}, \text{post}\). By way of illustration, we consider \(w : [\text{pre}, \text{post}]\) do \(\text{law weakPre}([\text{pre}, \text{post}])\) \text{law strPost}([\text{post}, \text{post}])\), which applies only to specifications of the form \(w : [\text{pre}, \text{post}]\).

### 3.2 Structural Combinators

In some cases, programs have subprograms and we want to apply tactics to each of them. This is made using structural combinators. For example the tactic \(|t_1; t_2|\) applies to programs of the form \(p_1; p_2\). It returns the sequential composition of the programs obtained by applying \(t_1\) to \(p_1\) and \(t_2\) to \(p_2\). The proof obligations generated by the application of this tactic are those generated by the application of \(t_1\) to \(p_1\) and of \(t_2\) to \(p_2\).

In the case of an alternation, we use the combinator \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} t_1, \ldots, t_n \end{array} \right]\). When applied to an alternation \(g_1 \rightarrow p_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \rightarrow g_n \rightarrow p_n\), it applies each of the tactics to the corresponding program. For example, if we apply \(\text{if} x \geq 0 \rightarrow x = [x \geq 0] \rightarrow x < 0 \rightarrow x = [x < 0]\) to the tactic \(\langle \text{law assign}(x > 0, < 1)\rangle\), \(\text{law assign}(x < 0, < -1)\rangle\), we get the program \(\text{x} \rightarrow x = 0 \rightarrow x = -1\). The resulting proof obligations are true \(\Rightarrow 1 \geq 0\) and \(\Rightarrow 1 < 0\). For iterations \(\text{do } g \rightarrow p_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow p_n \rightarrow p_0\) we have a similar structural combinator \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} g_1, \ldots, t_n \end{array} \right]\).

In the case we have a block we use the structural combinator \(\text{var} t \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) which applies the tactic \(t\) to the body of the block. For example, if we apply \(\text{var} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{law strPost}(x \geq 0) \end{array} \right]\) to \(\text{var} x : [x \geq 0] \rightarrow \text{get} [\text{var} x : [x \geq 0]]\) and the proof obligation \(x \geq 0\). Similarly, we have the structural combinator \(\text{cong} t \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) in the case we have a logical constant block. This structural combinator also applies the tactic \(t\) to the body of the block.

The structural combinators \(\text{pbody} t \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) and \(\text{pbodyv} \langle \text{variant} \rangle t \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) are applied to procedure blocks and variant blocks, respectively. They apply \(t\) to the main program of procedure and variant blocks, respectively. For example, if we have the tactic \(\text{pbody} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{law strPost}(x > 0) \end{array} \right]\) and we apply this tactic to the procedure block \(\text{proc} x = x : [x > 0] \rightarrow \text{get} [\text{proc} p : x : [x > 0] \rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]]\) and the proof obligation \(x > 0 \Rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]\).

When we want to apply a tactic to a procedure body we use the structural combinators \(\text{pbody} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) and \(\text{pbodyv} \langle \text{variant} \rangle \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\), which apply to procedure blocks and variant blocks, respectively. For example, if we apply the tactic \(\text{pbody} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{law assign}(x > 0, < 10) \end{array} \right]\) to the program \(\text{proc} x = x : [x > 0] \rightarrow \text{get} [\text{proc} p = x : [x > 0] \rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]]\) and the proof obligation \(x > 0 \Rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]\).

In the case we have arguments declaration, we use the structural combinators \(\text{val} \langle \text{t} \rangle, \text{valres} \langle \text{t} \rangle\), and \(\text{valres} \{\text{dependency \text{t} on whether the arguments are passed by value, result, or value-result, respectively. For example, if we apply the tactics \(\text{pbody} \text{valres} \langle \text{t} \rangle \text{law strPost}(x > 0) \left[ \begin{array}{c} \end{array} \right]\) to the procedure block \(\text{proc} \text{valres} x = [x \geq 0] \rightarrow \text{get} [\text{proc} p = x : [x > 0] \rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]]\) and the proof obligation \(x > 0 \Rightarrow x = x : [x > 0]\).

The declaration of a tactic has the form

\[
\text{Tactic name (args) tactic \text{proof obligations \{predicate\} \text{program generated \text{program}}}\end{array} \right]\)

where name is the name of the tactic being defined, and args are its arguments. For documentation purposes, we include clauses \text{proof obligations} and \text{program generated}; the former lists the proof obligations generated by the application of \text{tactic}, and the latter presents the program generated. These two clauses are optional as this information can be inferred from the tactic itself. In the next section we give several examples of tactics declarations.

### 4 Tactics and Examples

In this section we present some tactics and examples of refinements using these tactics. The tactics are based on the development strategies presented in [10, 2, 8].

In the design of a program involving an iteration, the main concern is to determine the iteration invariant. In [8] several strategies are presented, which we capture as tactics.

**Tactic takeConjaAsIn** The first strategy consists of taking a conjunct of the postcondition of the program specification as the main part of the invariant. The tactic \text{takeConjaAsIn} defined below follows this strategy to transform a specification \(w : [\text{pre, inconv conj \& \not \text{Guard}}]\) into an initialized iteration.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tactic takeConjaAsIn (inBound, (lstVar, lstVal), variant)} & \\
\text{applies to } w & : [\text{pre, inconv conj \& \not \text{Guard}}] \\
\text{do } \text{law strPost}(\text{in conj} \& \not \text{Guard} \& \not \text{inBound}) \\
& \text{law seqCom}(\text{in conj} \& \not \text{inBound}) \\
& \text{law assign}(\text{lstVar}, \text{lstVal}) \langle \text{variant} \rangle \\
\text{proof obligations} & \\
& \text{1. (in conj} \& \not \text{Guard} \& \not \text{inBound}) \Rightarrow \text{in conj} \& \not \text{Guard} \\
& \text{2. pre } \Rightarrow \text{in conj} \& \not \text{inBound} \& \not \text{Guard}; \text{variant} \\
\text{program generated} & \\
\text{lstVar := lstVal;} \\
\text{do } \not \text{Guard } \rightarrow \\
& w : [\text{in conj} \& \not \text{inBound} \& \not \text{Guard}; \text{variant}] \\
\text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

This tactic has three arguments: a predicate \text{inBound}, a pair \(\text{lstVar}, \text{lstVal}\), where \text{lstVar}
is a list of variables and \( k \) is a list of values, and an integer expression \( var \). This tactic applies to a specification statement \( w : \{\text{pre}, \text{invConj} \wedge \text{notGuard} \} \) to introduce an initialized iteration whose invariant is \( \text{invConj} \wedge \text{inlBound} \) and whose variant is \( var \). The initialization is \( \text{letVar} := \text{letVal} \). Typically, the predicate \( \text{inlBound} \) states the range limits of indexing variables of the iteration. The conjunction \( \text{invConj} \wedge \text{inlBound} \) is used as invariant of the iteration.

The tactic \( \text{takeConjAsInv} \) first strengthens the postcondition (law \( \text{strPost} \)) using the argument \( \text{inlBound} \), then it introduces a sequential composition (law \( \text{seqConn} \)). Afterwards, the law \( \text{assig2} \) is applied to the first program of the composition to derive the initialization, and the law \( \text{iter} \) to the second program in order to introduce the iteration. The first proof obligation is generated by the application of law \( \text{strPost} \), and the second by the application of law \( \text{assig2} \).

As an example consider the program \( q, r : \{ a \geq 0 \wedge b > 0 \wedge a = q \cdot b \wedge r = a \text{ mod } b \} \) which makes \( q \) have the value of the division of \( a \) by \( b \), and \( r \) have the reminder of this division. Using the law \( \text{strPost} \) we can refine it to \( q, r : \{ a \geq 0 \wedge b > 0 \wedge a = q \cdot b + r \wedge 0 \leq r < b \} \) because, this new postcondition implies the old one, based on the definition of div and mod.

Consider the algorithm that first initializes \( q \) and \( r \) with values \( 0 \) and \( a \), respectively, and uses \( a \) to count how many times \( r \) can be reduced by \( b \). To develop such an algorithm it is convenient to use \( a = q \cdot b + r \wedge 0 \leq r < b \wedge b > 0 \) as an invariant. We use then the tactic \( \text{takeConjAsInv} \) with arguments \( b > 0 \), the part of the loop invariant that is not in the postcondition of the specification, \( \{(q, r), (0, a)\} \), the initialization of the variables, and \( r < b \), the termination condition of the loop, and obtain the program

\[
q, r := 0, a; \\
do r \geq b \\
q, r := a = q \cdot b + r \wedge 0 \leq r \wedge r > b, b > 0 \\
\text{od}
\]

The first proof obligation is \( 0 \leq x \wedge x^2 \leq a \wedge (x + 1)^2 > a \Rightarrow (x^2 \leq a \wedge (x + 1)^2 > a) \) which is a tautology, since \( a \wedge b \Rightarrow b \). The second proof obligation requires us to prove that \( x^2 \leq a \wedge (x + 1)^2 \leq a \wedge x = n \) implies that \( (x + 1)^2 \leq n \), which is the antecedent, that \( 0 \leq x + 1 \), which holds by \( 0 \leq x \), that \( 0 \leq n - (x + 1)^2 \), which follows from \( (x + 1)^2 \leq n \), and finally that \( n - (x + 1)^2 < n - a \), which holds since \( (x + 1)^2 > x = n \).

The tactic is used as it were a single (very powerful) refinement rule. All that is left after its application is to refine the body of the iteration in the standard way to introduce the assignment \( q, r := q + 1, r - b \).

Tactic \( \text{replConByVar} \) Another common way of choosing an iteration invariant is replacing a constant in the specification postcondition by a variable. This strategy is captured by the tactic \( \text{replConByVar} \).

This tactic has five arguments: the variable declaration \( \text{newV} : T \), the constant \( c \), and the arguments taken by the tactic \( \text{takeConjAsInv} \). It applies to any specification \( w : \{\text{pre}, \text{post} \} \) to introduce an initialized iteration whose invariant is \( \text{post[\text{newV}/\text{var}]} \wedge \text{inlBound} \) and whose variant is \( \text{var} \). The initialization is \( \text{letVar} := \text{letVal} \). In this tactic the predicate \( \text{inlBound} \) states the range limits of the new variable \( \text{newV} \) which is used as an indexing variable of the

This tactic first introduces the new variable \( \text{var} \) in the postcondition to substitute the constant by the new variable. Afterwards this tactic calls the tactic \( \text{takeConjAsInv} \) to introduce the iteration. The proof obligation \( 1 \) is generated by the law \( \text{strPost} \), and the others are generated by the tactic \( \text{takeConjAsInv} \).

As an application example we use the program \( r : \{ a \geq 0 \wedge b \geq 0 \wedge r = a \cdot b \} \) which makes \( r \) receive the value of \( a \cdot b \). The idea of the algorithm we want to derive is to use a variable \( x \) as a counter from 0 to \( b \). This variable is initialized with 0 and \( x \) is initialized with 1. In each step of the iteration \( r \) receives the value \( r \cdot x \) and \( x \) is incremented by one. This loop ends when \( x = b \). We apply the tactic \( \text{replConByVar} \) with arguments \( x : Z \), the variable which is used to substitute the constant \( b \) in the second argument, \( 0 \leq x \leq b \), the bound limits of \( x \), \( (q, r), (0, 1) \), the initialization of \( q \) and \( r \), and \( b - x \), the variant of the iteration. The result of applying \( \text{replConByVar} \) with these arguments is as follows

\[
\{ \begin{align*}
\text{var } x & : Z \; \\
q, r & := 0, 1; \\
do r \neq b \\
r, x & := \{ r = a \cdot b \wedge 0 \leq r \leq b \wedge x \neq b, \\
r = a \cdot b \wedge 0 \leq r \leq b, \wedge 0 \leq x \leq b - a \} \text{ od} \}
\]
The tactic `takeConjAsInv` embodies what is probably the most commonly used strategy for the developments of iterations. It is used in the more elaborated tactic above, which is in turn used in the following tactic. From these examples, it is clear that tactics not only shorten developments but also document techniques.

**Tactic strengthInv** Sometimes we cannot simply replace a constant by a variable in the postcondition of the specification to determine the invariant. First, we have to change (strengthen) the postcondition.

The tactic `strengthInv` has seven arguments: a variable declaration `newV1 : T1`, a predicate `strong` and the rest of the arguments are the same as those taken by the tactic `replConsByVar`.

This tactic applies to a specification statement `w : [pre, post]` to introduce an initialized iteration whose invariant is `(post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound` and variant is `variant`. The initialization is `lstVar := lstVal`. In this tactic the predicate `invBound` states the range limits (typically 0 and cons) of the new variable `newV2` which is used as the indexing variable of the iteration. The new variable `newV1` is used as an auxiliary variable and the predicate `strong` is used to link the new variable introduced and the data used in the specification.

**Tactic strengthInv**

- `(newV1 : T1, strong, newV2 : T2, cons, invBound, [lstVar, lstVal], variant)`
- applies to `w : [pre, post]`
- do `law varInt(newV1 : T1)`
  - `var` `law strPost(post ∧ strong)`
  - `tactic replConsByVar(newV2 : T2, cons, invBound, [lstVar, lstVal], variant)`
  - `]`

**Proof obligations**

1. `(post ∧ strong) ⇒ post`
2. `(post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ⇒ (post ∧ strong)`
3. `(post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ⇒ (post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons]`
4. `invBound ⇒ (post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound[cons][lVarVal/lstVar]`

**Program generated**

```
[var newV1 : T1]

[do]
  [newV1 := newV2 := cons →]
  [newV1, newV2, w : [(post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound ∧ newV2 = cons, (post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound ∧ variant]]

[var newV2 : T2]

[lstVar := lstVal;]

[do]
  [newV1 := newV2 := cons →]
  [newV1, newV2, w : [(post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound ∧ newV2 = cons, (post ∧ strong)[newV2/cons] ∧ invBound ∧ variant]]

[od]
```

The first step of this tactic is to introduce a new variable which is used to change (strengthen) the postcondition. Then, this tactic strengthens the postcondition and calls the tactic `replConsByVar`.

For example, consider `r : [n ≥ 0, r = ⌈(i,j : N : 0 ≤ i < j < n ∧ f[i] ≤ 0 ∧ f[j] ≥ 0)⌉]` which counts how many pairs `(i, j)` there are in the sequence, such that `f[i] ≤ 0 ∧ f[j] ≥ 0 ∧ i < j;`

We want to derive an algorithm that makes a linear search in the sequence using a new variable, say `m`, to index the sequence. The algorithm uses a new variable `m`, initialized with 0, to count how many non-positive numbers have been found in the search. Once the search finds a non-negative number, the algorithm increments `r` by the number of non-positive numbers that have been found, `s`.

To develop this algorithm from the specification we use the tactic `strengthInv` with arguments `s : Z`, the integer which counts the number of non-positive numbers found in the linear search, `s = #[(i,j : N : 0 ≤ i < j ∧ f[i] ≤ 0 ∧ f[j] ≥ 0)]`, the specification of `s` which is used to strengthen the postcondition, `m : N`, the integer which is used to index the sequence in the search, `n`, the constant which will be replaced by `m, 0 ≤ m ≤ n, the bound limits of `m, (m, r, s), (0, 0)]`, the initialization of the variables, and `m + m`, the variant of the iteration.

This application results in the program

```
[vars : Z]

[vars m : Z]

[do m ≠ n →]
  [r, s, m : ]

  [r := #[(i,j : N : 0 ≤ i < j ∧ f[i] ≤ 0 ∧ f[j] ≥ 0)]
  [s := #[(i,j : N : 0 ≤ i < j ∧ f[i] ≤ 0 ∧ f[j] ≥ 0)]]

  [od]
```

At this point, the tactic application of the tactic has already finished, we only need to refine the body of the iteration to the program

```
if [f[m] ≥ 0 → skip; ]

[m := m + 1;
```

This can be accomplished using the laws `fassig`, `seqCom Alt`, `skipIntro`, and `assign2`.

**Tactic tailInvariant** This strategy is used when we want to develop an algorithm involving an iteration whose invariant is based on a function defined using tail recursion.

This tactic applies to a specification statement `w : [pre, post]` to introduce an initialized iteration whose invariant is `invCons ∧ invBound` and variant is `variant`, and a final assignment `lstVar := lstVal`, which typically is an assignment of an element of a sequence identified by an index found in the iteration body, to a variable. The initialization of the iteration is `lstVar := lstVal`, inside the iteration body this tactic includes an alternation.

This tactic has ten arguments: the first two arguments are variable declarations, which are used as indexing variables in the iteration. The next argument is a predicate `invBound`. It is used to make a conjunction with the next argument, `lstGuard`, which is also a predicate and represents the negation of the guard of the iteration. The next argument is a pair `(lstVar, lstVal)`, where
ltVar1 is a list of variables and lstVal1 is a list of values. They are used in the initialization of the alternation. An integer expression is the next argument and represents the variant of the iteration. The next two arguments guardsList and tacticsList are used to call the tactic alternation, which generates an alternation with the guards given as argument and applies the tactics to the list of tactics also given as argument to the corresponding guarded programs. Its definition is very simple and is omitted for the sake of conciseness. Finally, we have a pair (ltVar2, lstVal2), where ltVar2 is a list of variables and lstVal2 is a list of values. They are used in the final assignment after the iteration has finished.

Tactic tailInv

\begin{align*}
\text{(var1} & : T_1, \text{var2} : T_2, \text{incConj} \not\in \text{notGuard}, \text{incBound} \not\in \text{notGuard}, \text{ltVar1} \in \text{var}, \text{lstVal1} \in \text{var}) \\
\text{var} & : \text{prev, post} \\
\text{do} & \text{law seqConj} \text{(incConj} \not\in \text{notGuard)} \\
\text{(tactic takeConjAsInv} & \text{(incBound, lstVar1, lstVal1), var1=var2, lstVar2 := lstVal2})
\end{align*}

proof obligations

1. \((\text{incConj} \land \text{notGuard} \land \text{incBound}) \rightarrow (\text{incConj} \land \text{notGuard}))
2. \(\text{prev} = (\text{incConj} \land \text{incBound}) \lor \text{lstVal1} \lor \text{var1})
3. \((\text{incConj} \land \text{incBound} \land \text{notGuard}) \rightarrow \forall \text{guardsList}
4. \text{incConj} \land \text{incBound} \rightarrow \text{post} \lor \text{lstVal1} \lor \text{var1})

program generated

\begin{align*}
\text{var} & : T_1, \text{var} : T_2 \\
\text{ltVar1} & := \text{lstVal1} \\
\text{do} & \text{notGuard} \\
\text{if} & \text{guardsList, } w : \text{guardsList} \land \text{notGuard} \\
\text{(tacticsList, var1 := incConj \land incBound \land \text{notGuard}, incConj \land incBound \land \text{notGuard} \land \text{var1 } \land \text{var1 })} & \text{fi} \\
\text{od} \\
\text{ltVar2} & := \text{lstVal2}
\end{align*}

The tactic tailInv first introduces two variables (arguments \text{var1} : T_1 and \text{var2} : T_2). Afterwards it splits the body of the variable block into a sequential composition of two other specifications. The first defines the initialized alternation and the second the final assignment. The tactic applies the auxiliary tactic incConjAsInv to the first program using the incConj \land incBound \land \text{notGuard} and \text{var1} variables. The tactic also applies the law assig to the second program using the argument \text{(ltVar2, lstVal2)}. Inside the iteration body, the tactic applies the auxiliary tactic alternation using the arguments \text{guardsList} and \text{tacticsList}. The proof obligations 1 and 2 are generated by the auxiliary tactic incConjAsInv. The proof obligation 3 is generated by the law alt, and finally the proof obligation 4 is generated by the law assig.

As an example we use a program that returns the maximum element of an integer sequence. We have the specification statement \( r : [n \geq 0, r = f(0, n)] \), which assigns to \( r \) the value of the maximum element of a sequence \( A \). The function \( f(n, r) \) returns the maximum element of \( A \) between its \( n \)th and \( n + 1 \)th elements. We apply the tactic \text{tailInv} with arguments \( x : \mathbb{N} \) and \( y : \mathbb{N} \), which are the auxiliary index variables, \( f(x, y) = f(0, n) \leq x \leq y \leq n \), one of the conjuncts which forms the invariant of the iteration, \( x = y \), the negation of the iteration guard, \( \text{false} \), because we do not need to bound the values of the index variables in the iteration invariant \((y, y), (0, n)\), the initialization of the iteration, \( y = x \), the variant of the iteration, \( A[x] \leq A[y], A[x] > A[y] \), the list of guards of the iteration, the list of tactics \((\text{assign}(2, x, x + 1)), \text{assign}(2, y, y - 1)) \), used in the tactic \text{alternation} call, and finally \((\text{incConj} \land \text{incBound} \land \text{notGuard})\), the final assignment. The application of this tactic results in the program

\begin{align*}
\text{var} & : \mathbb{N}, y : \mathbb{N} \\
\text{if} & \text{A} \leq A[y] \rightarrow x := x + 1 \\
\text{if} & A[y] > A[x] \rightarrow y := y - 1 \\
\text{fi} \\
\text{od} \\
\text{r} & := A[x]
\end{align*}

with proof obligations which are long but simple.

The strategy presented in [10] for the development of programs involving procedures is not entirely based on laws, especially as far as recursive procedures are concerned. Moreover an inconsistency has been found in that work [3]. Therefore, we consider the approach of [2], where a set of refinement laws to deal with procedures is presented. These laws, however, are very simple (see Appendix A) and the development of programs usually requires the use of several of them. The following tactics capture commonly used strategies.

Tactic procNoArgs

The tactic procNoArgs introduces a procedure block that declares a procedure with no parameters. It has two arguments: the name of the procedure which is introduced and its body. This tactic applies to a program \( p \), introduces the procedure, and makes one or more calls to it, depending on the program \( p \).

Tactic procNoArgs [procName, procBody]

applies to \( p \)

\begin{align*}
\text{do} & \text{law procNoArgsIntro} \text{(procName, procBody)} \\
\text{law procNoArgsCall;} \\
\text{program generated} & [\text{proc procName = procBody \circ p[\text{procBody \& procName}]}]
\end{align*}

The program \( p[\text{procBody \& procName}] \) is that obtained by replacing all occurrences of \text{procBody} in \( p \) with \text{procName}.

As an example we consider the program which orders three integers in an increasing order. We can specify such a program as \( p, q, r : [q \leq r \land \{p, q, r\} = \{p, q, r\}] \), where \( [p, q, r] \) is the bag with elements \( p, q \) and \( r \). First, we can define this program to \( p, q, r : p \land q \land r \land q = q \lor r \land r = q \lor r \land p = q \lor r \).

We can then apply the tactic \text{procNoArgs} with arguments \text{sort}, the name of the procedure, and \( p, q, r : p \land q \land r \land q = q \lor r \land r = q \lor r \), the body of the procedure, and get as result the procedure block

\begin{align*}
\text{proc} & \text{sort} = p, q, r : p \land q \land r \land q = q \lor r \land r = q \lor r \land \text{sort}.
\end{align*}
Tactic procCalls 
Before describing a tactic which introduces procedures with arguments it is useful to define a tactic that introduces parameterized commands. The tactic procCalls takes as arguments two lists. The first is a list of parameter declarations and the second is a list of arguments. The declarations have the form $k x : T$ where $k$ defines how the argument is passed, by value(val), by result(res), or by value-result(val_res), $x$ is the name of the argument, and $T$ its type.

This tactic tries to derive an application of a procedure call with the given parameters to the given arguments. With this purpose, this tactic tries to apply each of the bars that introduces parameterized commands. If one of them succeeds, the tactic goes on with the tail of the list, else the tactic behaves like skip and finishes.

Tactic procCalls(pars, args) applies to w :: [pars, post]
do (law callByValue1(head' args, head' pars)) | (law callByValue2(head' args, head' pars)) | (law hideFrame(head' pars)) | tactic procCalls(tail pars, tail args) | (law callByResult(head' args, head' pars)) | (law res tactic procCalls(tail pars, tail args)) | (law res tactic procCalls(tail pars, tail args)) | skip end

The function head' applies to a list, and gives another list that contains just the head of the given list, or is empty if the given list is empty. This tactic is recursive and can generate applications of parameterized commands whose bodies can include further applications. An example of the use of this tactic is presented below.

Tactic procArg 
Now we can define the tactic procArg which introduces a parameterized procedure in the scope of the procedure and makes calls to this procedure. Here the argument pars is a (possibly multiple) parameter declaration. We make use of the function seqToList to convert pars, a : separated sequence of arguments declarations, to a list of declarations.

Tactic procArg (procName, pars, body, args) applies to p
do law procArgIntro(procName, pars, body): (pmain) tactic procCalls(seqToList pars, args); exhaust(law multiArgs) []: law procArgCall end

This tactic first introduces a procedure with arguments using the law procArgIntro. Then the tactic uses procCalls to introduce applications of parameterized commands with parameters pars to arguments args. Finally, the tactic uses the law multiArgs to nested applications of parameterized commands.

As an example we use a program which substitutes the value of a variable by its square

The specification of such a program can be $x :: [0 \leq x, x' = x^2]$. We use the tactics procArg with arguments sprt, the name of the parameter, val : R : b : R the procedure procArg with arguments, $b : [0 \leq a, b' = a]$, the body of the procedure, and $< x , x', >$ the arguments used in the procedure call. The tactic first introduces the procedure using the law procArgIntro. Then, the tactic calls procCalls and the body of the procedure is reduced to $(val : R : res : b : R : b = [0 \leq a, b' = a]) (x) (x)$. The next step, the application of the tactic exhaust(law multiArgs), results in $(val : R : res : b : R : b = [0 \leq a, b' = a]) (x) (x')$. Finally, the tactic applies the law procArgCall to the whole procedure block and we get the program $[proc sprt = (val : R : res : b : R : b = [0 \leq a, b' = a]) sprt(x, x')].$

Tactic recprocArg 
This tactic is useful when we want to develop a recursive procedure and have to introduce a variant block with a parameterized procedure. Its definition is

Tactic recprocArg (procName, args, variantName, variantExp, body, pars, procF, guardList, tacticalList) applies to p
do law variantIntro(procName, args, variantName, variantExp, body): (pmain) invariant tactic procCalls(seqToList args, procF); exhaust(law multiArgs) []: law procArgVariantBlockCall; bodyvariant law absAssump; tactic alternation(guardList, tacticalList) []: law recursiveCall end

This tactic first introduces a variant block using the law variantIntro. Then, as in the previous tactic, it uses the law procCalls and the tactic exhaust(law multiArgs) to introduce an application of a parameterized command. Afterwards, the tactic uses the law procArgVariantBlockCall to introduce a procedure call in the main program of the variant block. The next step of this tactic is to refine the body of the procedure. First, the tactic uses the law absAssump to move the assumption that defines the variant, to the precondition of the specification. Then, the tactic applies the tactic alternation. Finally, the tactic uses the law recursiveCall to introduce a recursive call to the program.

As an example, suppose we want to develop a program which calculates the factorial of an integer $n$. Its specification can be $f : [f = n]$. The idea is to use a recursive procedure fact. We only have to apply recprocArg with arguments fact, the name of the procedure, val : N : the argument of the fact, V, the variant name, m, the variant itself, $f : [m = m]$, the body of fact, $< m >$, the argument of the call in the main program, $< m = 0, m >$, the guard of the alternation, and a list of the tactics law assing(f(1), 1) and the sequential composition of law strPost(f(m) = m + (m - 1)), law callByValue1(m = m, k, < m - 1, m > k >), and law weakPre(0 \leq m < V); law absAssump. This application generates the program

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{proc fact} &= (\text{val} : n : \text{N} \quad \text{if} \quad m = 0 \quad f := 1 \quad \text{m} > 0 \quad f := m \cdot \text{fact}(m - 1) \quad \text{R}) \\
\text{variant} \ V &= m \quad \text{fact}(m) \quad \text{R}
\end{align*}
\]

A few proof obligations are generated but they are simple.
5 Conclusions

We have presented R1L, a language suitable for the definition of refinement tactics. Using R1L we can specify commonly used strategies of program development and use them as transformation rules. This not only shortens the developments, but also improves their readability.

Furthermore, we have defined a number of refinement tactics that capture standard strategies for the development of iterations and more formalizations of strategies for the development of procedural abstractions. These strategies have already been put forward in the literature mainly by means of examples, but as far as we know, they have never been formalized and expressed as a transformation rule.

Our language is independent of any particular tool of programming languages. On the other hand, we are developing a tool to support the refinement calculus [4] and we intend to extend it to provide support for R1L. The refinement tactics presented here are going to compose a basic repository of tactics. The user is going to be able to apply these tactics as well as define new ones.

The formal semantics of R1L, along with algebraic laws that allows reasoning about R1L tactics will appear elsewhere. This work is based on the Angel semantics. The difference is that Angel is a very general language and its goals have not defined structure. For us, a goal is called R1Call, which is a pair with a program as its first element and a list of proof obligations as its second element. The application of a tactic to a R1Call returns a list of R1Calls which is the possible output programs with their equivalent list of proof obligations.

As already mentioned, to our knowledge, the only other work on refinement tactics is that presented in [7], where basically Prolog is used as a tactic language. It is not possible to define a tactic recursively and there are no structural combinators. Also, only a few examples of simple tactics are provided there.

A Laws of Refinement Calculus

Law strPost (post w) w : [pre, post] ⊆ w : [pre, post] provided post w ⇒ post w

Law weakPre (pre, post) w : [pre, post] ⊆ w : [pre, post] provided pre w ⇒ pre w

Law assign (w, E) w : [pre, post] ⊆ w := E provided pre ⇒ post (w \ E)

Law assign2 (w, E) w, x : [pre, post] ⊆ w := E provided (w = e0) ∧ pre ⇒ post (w \ E)

Law assign (x, E) For any term E, w, x : [pre, post] ⊆ w : [pre, post (x \ E)]; x := E

Law seqComm mid For any mid w : [pre, post] ⊆ w : [pre, mid, post]

Law alt (G1, G2) w : [pre, post] ⊆ if (?) G1 w := [G1 ∧ pre, post] × (G2 w := [G2 ∧ pre, post]) provided pre ⇒ G1 \ V  V \ G2

Law iter (G, G, mid, V) For any formula mid, the invariant; and any integer expression V, the variant w : [pre, post] ⊆ (w := G i, i := n ∧ G, i ∧ 0 ≤ V ≤ V \ w ⇒ G (i + 1)) if

Law varInt (a, T) w : [pre, post] ⊆ (x := T \ w, x : [pre, post]) provided x does not occur in w, pre, and post
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